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Outline

• Motivation in the context of CoRoT

• Modelling the solar background

• Rotational modulation model of Lanza et al.

• SIMLC: stochastic micro-variability model

• Understanding the chromaticity of Sun-like variations

• Summary
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• need to find transits in the 
presence of variability

• one man’s noise is another’s 
signal - understand variability

• want tool to simulate light 
curves for stars of various 
temperatures and activity 
levels

Motivation
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Solar irradiance variations

VIRGO onboard SoHO:
– PMO6: total irradiance;

– SPM: three narrow 
channels;

– from activity minimum to 
maximum.

No other star to date has 
been observed so regularly, 
for so long and to such a 
high degree of precision.

• VIRGO onboard SoHO:

• PMO6 / DIARAD: total irradiance;

• SPM: three narrow channels;

• from activity minimum to maximum.

• No other star to date has been 
observed so regularly, for so long 
and to such a high degree of 
precision.
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Solar irradiance variations

model power spectrum as:                                                           (Harvey 1985,  Harvey et al. 1993)P (!) =
!
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TRACE

active regions component

Solar irradiance variations
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Solar irradiance variations

• active regions:

• timescales > few days;

• amplitudes ~ 0.0005 mag;

• combined effect of (bright) faculae 
and (dark) spots;

• due to rotational modulation and 
intrinsic variations.
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Solar irradiance variations

• active regions:

• stronger effect at blue wavelengths
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Solar irradiance variations

• active regions:

• amplitude correlated with activity
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Solar irradiance variations
super- / meso-granulation component

SoHO/MDI
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Solar irradiance variations

• super- / meso-granulation:

• timescales of hours

• close to transit duration

• cause?
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• super- / meso-granulation:

• timescales of hours

• close to transit duration

• cause?

Solar irradiance variations
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granulation

plus: 
oscillations,
photon noise...

Solar irradiance variations
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Evolution with activity 
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Evolution with activity
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SIMLC: a stochastic micro-
variability simulator

(Aigrain, Favata & Gilmore 2004 A&A 414 1139, updated version in prep.)

• start from the Sun: 

• model power spectrum of total irradiance variations;

• follow changes with activity level.

• scale amplitude spectrum model to other star by using:

• activity / variability correlation from Sun + some other stars;

• existing scaling laws relating rotation period, colour and activity           
(Noyes et al. 1984);

• initial colour / rotation period calibration in Hyades;

• spin-down law to relate rotation period to age.

• convert back to time domain, applying required sampling.
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Active regions variability 
versus chromospheric activity
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SIMLC examples: the Sun

PMO6 data

simulation
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SIMLC examples: behaviour 
with age and spectral type

planet transiting across the Sun0.5RJup
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SIMLC examples: behaviour 
with age and spectral type
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• recent modelling (Freytag et al. 2001, Seleznyov et al.   
at CW6, Svensson et al. 2004)

• strong gravity dependence: log Pgr ∝ - ½ log g 

• temperature dependence

• metallicity dependence

• observational constraints

• RV: Kjeldsen et al. (1999):                                   
Pgr(αCen, G2V) ≈ Pgr(Sun) 

• WIRE: Bruntt et al. (2005): granulation power  in 
Pgr(Procyon, F5IV) ≈ 1.8 ± 0.3 × Pgr(Sun)

• MOST: constraints so far elusive

constraints on granulation

P 2
gr ! " log g + 3 log Te!

all constraints so far consistent with
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Figure 4. Comparison of power spectra of disk-integrated
photometric fluctuations between three solar simulations
and observational solar data from SOHO/VIRGO. Note
the steep decline in power in the range of the p-mode fre-
quencies.

5. Trends in the photometric variability

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the brightness fluctua-
tions for a sequence of models spanning a range between
DA white dwarfs with convective outer envelopes and red
giants. The power spectral density P! is plotted as !P!

which makes it independent of the unit in which the fre-
quency is measured. This facilitates the intercomparison
among the models where we scaled the frequency with
the sound crossing time over a pressure scale height at
the surface ("c). As evident from Fig. 5 all spectra show
a similar shape, and are essentially located in the same
scaled frequency range. We find a systematic increase of
the photometric variability towards giants. Note, that in
fact the square root of the power is plotted in Fig. 5. I.e.
our models predict an increase in the amplitude by a factor
of ! 1000 between the white dwarf and red giant model.

Our result is in marked contrast to the modelling of
Trampedach et al. (1998) who did not find an increase in
the granular photometric signal comparing the Sun and
Procyon A. However, they pointed out that their time se-
ries might have been not long enough to provide su!cient
statistics and coverage of lower frequencies. In view of
the ongoing debate about the photometric non-detection
of p-modes in Procyon by the Canadian Most satellite
(Matthews et al. 2004, Christensen-Dalsgaard & Kjeldsen 2004)
we stress that we obtain a factor of ! 3 in amplitude
between the background signal in the Sun and Procyon.
This refers to a comparison in a representation like Fig. 5
where di"erences in power can be essentially described by
uniform vertical shift. In a representation in absolute fre-
quencies the power ratio would be frequency-dependent.

By comparing models of similar e"ective temperature
and surface gravity, but di"erent metallicity we find a

Figure 5. Spectral power density of the brightness fluctua-
tions as a function of scaled frequency ! ·"c. Diamonds de-
limit frequency ranges in which p-modes have been detected
in radial velocity (Procyon data were taken from Brown et
al. 1991, # Hydrae data from Frandsen et al. 2002); ob-
served p-mode frequencies are located in regions with large
background power in the models. Note the systematic in-
crease in power with decreasing gravity. The behaviour at
scaled frequencies greater than 300 is dominated by the
numerics and should be discarded.
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Figure 6. Spectral power density of the brightness fluctua-
tions for two models around Te! = 5000K of solar (filled)
and 1/100 solar metallicity (dotted). To facilitate compar-
ison the x-axis includes the same range of frequencies as
the one in Fig. 5.

decrease of the brightness fluctuations with decreasing
metallicity, see Fig. 6. This is in line with expectation that
the higher densities encountered at optical depth unity in
metal poor models (due to lower overall opacity) leads to
smaller convective fluctuations and consequently smaller
brightness fluctuations.
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Figure 6. Spectral power density of the brightness fluctua-
tions for two models around Te! = 5000K of solar (filled)
and 1/100 solar metallicity (dotted). To facilitate compar-
ison the x-axis includes the same range of frequencies as
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decrease of the brightness fluctuations with decreasing
metallicity, see Fig. 6. This is in line with expectation that
the higher densities encountered at optical depth unity in
metal poor models (due to lower overall opacity) leads to
smaller convective fluctuations and consequently smaller
brightness fluctuations.

Svensson et al. 2004
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granulation - examples

G2V

F5V

K5V

solar age
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Colour-dependence
SPM data of the Sun (rebinned to 1-day sampling)
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Colour-dependence

Sun-like variability in CoRoT light curves will show less colour dependence than in SPM data

SORCE spectrum of the Sun
courtesy C. Pankratz (LASP)
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Colour-dependence

Light curves synthesized from SORCE spectra for SPM (left) & CoRoT (right) passbands
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Summary

• Micro-variability is understood as the result of the rotational modulation and 
intrinsic evolution of structures on the surfaces of stars that have a different 
effective temperature from the undisturbed photosphere

• Structures of different sizes and lifetimes give rise to variability on different 
timescales

• Activity-related phenomena dominate on long timescales

• Convection-related phenomena dominate on short timescales

• Tools now exist to simulate micro-variability for a wide range of stars in the 
CoRoT passbands, though they are constantly being improved

• see also rotational modulation model of Lanza et al. (G. Cutispoto’s talk)
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Micro-variability 
in the CoRoT era

• Unprecedented sample (10,000’s stars across the HR 
diagram)

• Unprecedented data (photometric precision, baseline, time 
sampling, colour information)

• Many accepted additional programs in first AO...

• The role of the type of models described in this talk is to 
provide a link between the physical phenomena responsible 
and fundamental stellar parameters


